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Abstract— Ability of autonomous vehicles to operate in
complex dynamic environments requires, among other things,
fast and accurate perception of surroundings, which includes
recognition and tracking of traffic signs.
For development and testing of modern sophisticated computer vision systems large and diverse datasets are of the major
importance. To test the robustness of algorithms, image data
with different moving speeds, camera settings, lighting and
weather conditions are especially important.
In this work we present a comprehensive, lifelike dataset of
traffic sign images collected on the Russian winter roads in
varying conditions, which include different weather, camera
exposure, illumination and moving speeds. The dataset was
annotated in accordance with the Russian traffic code. Annotation results and images are published under open CC BY
4.0 license and can be downloaded from the project website:
http://oscar.skoltech.ru/.

Fig. 1: Open Skoltech Car platform.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Reliable and fast detection of traffic signs is required by
both advanced driver assistance systems and autonomous
vehicles, being a challenging real-world computer vision and
pattern recognition problem.
In addition to the importance of traffic signs for understanding road layout and associated restrictions, signs can
act as good visual landmarks due to their static position,
good density, and potential for efficient recognition and
tracking in real-time. Thus, they can be a good source of
localization information, especially in urban environments, in
which GNSS receivers become unreliable, and a big number
of cars and pedestrians hinders the performance of visual
localization methods.
According to the survey by Paclik, the works on traffic
sign detection and recognition started as early as in 1984 [1]
and although a great progress was achieved, the complexity
and variety of weather and lighting conditions makes this
problem non-trivial even nowadays [2], [3]. The large number of traffic sign classes does not make this problem easier
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as well, for example, in Russia there are almost 300 sign
types.
Over the last 30 years of the field development history,
a large number of algorithms was proposed, but relatively
few datasets were made publicly available. And even in
those datasets winter conditions are quite underrepresented,
even though difficulties of winter driving make associated
computer vision problems harder and thus require a better
dataset coverage.
In order to compensate such omission, we present a highquality dataset collected on the Russian winter roads with
annotated traffic signs, which will be used in the IceVision
competition (see section VII). The dataset is published under
open CC BY 4.0 license1 on the project website:
http://oscar.skoltech.ru/.
II. P REVIOUS W ORK
By now, a great deal of excellent algorithms for traffic
signs detection was proposed, starting from the classical
works based on the hand-crafted features like based on
Distance Transform [4], Hough-based edge detection [5],
the oriented gradients histograms [6], and Haar wavelet-like
features [7]. In recent years various deep learning approaches
were developed as well [8][9][10][11]. The detailed review
on this topic can be found in [3] and [12].
As for datasets, KITTI [13] and Cityscapes [14], are two
very popular datasets in the community providing a wealth
of annotated real street scenes.
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Specifically focused on traffic sings are the Belgian Traffic
Sign Dataset [15], [16], German Traffic Sign Recognition
Benchmark [17], German Traffic Sign Detection Benchmark
[18], Swedish traffic sign dataset [19], Chinese Traffic Sign
Database2 and Russian Traffic Sign Dataset (RTSD) [20].
Additionally several European publiclcy available datasets
were compiled into a single one in [21]. It covers six
European countries: Belgium, Croatia, France, Germany, The
Netherlands, and Sweden.
A part of the RTSD, similarly to our work, features
the Russian winter roads, but images are collected using
low-quality vehicle Data Video Recorders (DVR) at lower
framerate (5 fps vs 30 fps in our work), images are either in
lossy JPEG or converted to small 48x48 pixels PNGs, and
dataset licensing conditions are not explicitly stated.
It is also worth to mention the Oxford robotcar dataset
[22], being collected over a year, it features a small sample
of snowy scenes. In contrast, winter conditions are the main
focus of this work.
III. T HE O PEN S KOLTECH C AR P LATFORM
We have collected images for the dataset using Open
Skoltech Car (OS: Car) platform (see fig. 1). It is a combination of Nissan X-Trail car, a frame with a number of
sensors installed on it, and a computer for data recording
and initial processing.
The frame has the following sensors:
• Two front-facing DFK 33UX250 color industrial cameras with M0824-MPW2 lenses in camera housings with
heating (to prevent camera damage). Camera properties:
2448x2048 pixels (5 MP) resolution, 30 fps framerate, 8
bits per pixel, global shutter, 57.80◦ HFoV, 8 mm focal
length. F2.4 iris.
• Velodyne 64E S3 LiDAR.
• Two differential Emlid Reach RTK GNSS receivers and
an additional base station.
• Garmin 18x LVC non-differential GPS receiver, additionally used as a source of precise time.
• InterSense InertiaCube 3 IMU.
Cameras were synchronized with each other and with the
non-differential GPS receiver synchronization pulses. Camera exposition time, gain and white balance were fixed during
the recording and were equal for both cameras. To prevent
obstruction of the LiDAR view, cameras had to be installed
upside down, so frames had to be flipped horizontally before
saving, which effectively changes pixel pattern of Bayer filter
from original RGGB to BGGR.
Frames were recorded in Portable Anymap Format (PNM).
Since PNM format does not use any compression, it resulted
in 300 MB/s data rate. Data logging was handled by on-board
PC running Ubuntu Linux with Intel Core i7-4790 CPU, 16
GB RAM, 1.2 TB Intel P3520 PCI-E SSD.
Data was collected in the western part of Moscow, mostly
in the vicinity of Skolkovo Innovation Center.

(a) Basic

(b) Triple

(c) RGBA (RGB + Alpha)

Fig. 2: Bayer image representations using 64x64 image as
an example.

For this work only cameras are relevant. Image compression was handled offline after recording.
IV. I MAGE C OMPRESSION
We use Free Lossless Image Format (FLIF) [23] for
lossless compression of the dataset images. It is a fairly new
format (first released in 2015), which provides a sufficiently
better compression ratio compared not only to PNG, commonly used in image datasets, but to other lossless formats
as well3 . Considering the volume of distributed images we
believe that use of FLIF compression is justified, despite its
shortcomings such as:
• Longer encoding and decoding times compared to PNG
(for our images it’s ∼30 s and ∼0.5 s per frame respectively), in particular decoding is inherently sequential
and was designed without keeping SIMD instructions
in mind.
• Limited adoption of the format and as a consequence
lack of support by common software.
4
• Stalled development of the reference implementation ,
its code has a noticeable number of bugs.
We acquire images in raw Bayer format. As it was
explained in the previous section, we effectively work with
BGGR pixel format. The most obvious way to store such
images, which we call ”basic”, is to work with them as
with simple grayscale images (see fig. 2a), but this approach
results in sharp intensity changes between neighboring pixels, which negatively influences compression ratios of most
image compression algorithms.
Therefore in some datasets channels are separated (see alg.
1 and fig. 2b) and resulting images are concatenated to each
other, as for example in [22]. We designate this approach as
”triple”. While it results in smooth sub-images, it prevents
encoder from using color correlation information.
An alternative approach, which does not have this problem, is to convert Bayer image to RGBA pixel format by
storing green pixels difference in alpha channel (see alg. 2
and fig. 2c). To make alpha channel smoother we add 0x80
to it.
We have benchmarked FLIF and PNG for all three approaches on two sequences: day and night. (see fig. 3) In
the night sequence we have set non-zero camera gain which
resulted in more noisy images compared to the day sequence.
3 http://flif.info/

2 http://www.nlpr.ia.ac.cn/pal/trafficdata/index.
html

4 https://github.com/FLIF-hub/FLIF
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Algorithm 1: Conversion to ”triple” format in Python
programming language.
Data: Image in ”basic” representation
Result: Image in ”triple” representation
triple = np.empty((2048, 2448), dtype=np.uint8);
triple[:1024, :1224] = basic[0::2, 0::2];
triple[1024:, :1224] = basic[1::2, 1::2];
triple[1::2, 1224:] = basic[1::2, 0::2];
triple[0::2, 1224:] = basic[0::2, 1::2];
return triple;

Algorithm 2: Conversion to ”rgba” format in Python
programming language.
Data: Image in ”basic” representation
Result: Image in ”rgba” representation
rgba = np.empty((1024, 1224, 4), dtype=np.uint8);
rgba[:, :, 0] = basic[1::2, 1::2];
rgba[:, :, 1] = basic[0::2, 1::2];
rgba[:, :, 2] = basic[0::2, 0::2];
// addition and subtraction mod 256
rgba[:, :, 3] = basic[1::2, 0::2] - rgba[:, :, 1] + 0x80;
return rgba;

(a) Day

PNG files were additionally optimized using optipng5 tool
with -o5 option. FLIF encoding was handled with flif
tool from the reference implementation with -KN -E100
-Q100 options and GNU Parallel tool [24]. Compression
ratio distributions are shown in fig. 4, mean compression
ratios are provided in table I.
TABLE I: Mean FLIF and PNG compression ratios for
different approaches and sequences (bigger is better). Bold
font highlights the highest values in each column.
basic
triple
rgba

Day (PNG)
2.0661
2.2649
2.2325

Day (FLIF)
2.4616
2.4495
2.4891

Night (PNG)
1.4845
1.5480
1.4154

(b) Night

Night (FLIF)
1.5609
1.5876
1.7129

Fig. 3: Image examples for the day and night sequences.

As it can be seen, ”rgba” format encoded with FLIF
produces the highest compression ratios for both sequences.
This is why we have chosen this approach for distribution
of lossless images in addition to lossy JPEGs encoded with
75% quality.
We provide a tool implemented in Rust programming
language6 using pure-Rust FLIF decoder7 instead of the
reference implementation. The tool handles conversion to
common formats (PNG, JPEG, PNM) and demosaicing using
bi-linear algorithm. Statically compiled binaries are provided
for Linux, Windows, and macOS operating systems.
5 http://optipng.sourceforge.net/

V. A NNOTATION
The dataset annotation was handled in a two-stage approach. Firstly, we have annotated traffic sign tracks in
Computer Vision Annotation Tool (CVAT)8 (see fig. 5).
This tool has a capability to linearly interpolate bounding
boxes between manually edited keyframes, which somewhat
reduces annotation times, but ideally more advanced tracking
approaches should be used, with an ability to process stereo
images. Furthermore CVAT does not work well with a big
number of frames, so we had to split sequences into sub-tasks
of 1000 frames each.
After acquiring tracks for a sequence we added properties
to the tracked signs.

6 https://www.rust-lang.org/
8 https://github.com/opencv/cvat

7 https://crates.io/crates/flif
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FLIF rgba
FLIF basic
FLIF triple
PNG triple
PNG rgba
PNG basic

3.0
Compression ratio (bigger is better)

Annotations for a sequence are provided as two Tab
Separated Values (TSV) files: properties.tsv and
tracks.tsv, connected with each other via tid field.
Properties file contains one record per each encountered
sign in a sequence. Records have the following fields:
• tid: numeric track ID unique for each sign across
sequence.
• type: sign type number as per Russian traffic code.
(e.g. 3.24 stands for speed limit sign)
• is tmp: ”true” if sign is temporary (i.e. has a yellow
background), ”false” otherwise. If the particular sign
type cannot be temporary, this field is empty.
• data: data on the sign. For example, speed limit
sign contains speed limit in this field (i.e. we do not
introduce separate sign categories for each possible
value of speed limit). If the particular sign type does
not contain any data (e.g. pedestrian crossing sign), this
field is empty. If the sign contains too much data for
the text field (e.g. traffic directions sign), or data is
unrecognizable ”NA“ value is used.
The second part contains records which denote sign appearances on frames with the following information:
• frame: frame number.
• tid: track ID. (can be viewed as a foreign key to
properties ”table”)
• xtl, ytl, xbr, ybr: bounding box coordinates in
frame pixels represented as float numbers.
• is occluded: ”true” if the particular sign is partially
occluded by other object or partially outside of the
frame, ”false” otherwise.
• is manual: ”true” if bounding box was manually
edited, ”false” if it was interpolated.
Annotated sign examples can be seen in fig. 6.
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VI. S TATISTICS

Fig. 4: Compression ratios for the day and night sequences.

Number of annotated signs in the dataset and other statistical information are provided in table II.
TABLE II: The “IceVisionSet” statistical data
Frames (total)
Frames (with at least one bounding box)
Physical traffic signs
Traffic sign types
Bounding boxes (manual + interpolated)
Bounding boxes (manual)
Occluded bounding boxes

29051
18055
420
35
71634
37901
9470

Note that numbers are provided as of 15 September 2018.
The dataset will continue to be updated at least up until the
end of December 2019, for fresh statistical data please refer
to the project website.
Distribution of traffic sign bounding boxes can be seen in
fig. 7. As expected, most signs reside inside relatively narrow
region.
Fig. 5: Computer Vision Annotation Tool interface.

VII. T HE I CE V ISION C OMPETITION
Recognizing the importance of autonomous vehicle market, Russian government as part of the National Technology
9600

Fig. 6: Annotated traffic sign examples.

Initiative has announced a prize competition for autonomous
vehicles called “Winter City” 9 . The course involves a 50 km
urban area course, to be completed in less than 3 hours in
the middle of Russian winter with varying difficult external
conditions common in winter, which include: night, low sun,
ice-crusted road surface, snow, slush, etc. Rules included
obeying all traffic regulations while negotiating with other
traffic and obstacles and merging into traffic formed by
other vehicles. While the course is shorter compared to the
DARPA “Urban challenge”10 , harsh winter conditions make
the problem of autonomous driving significantly harder.
The “IceVision”11 prize competition is designed as a
satellite of the “Winter City” with the aim to attract developer
and scientific community to development of computer vision
solutions for autonomous driving in winter conditions. It is
9 http://city.upgreat.one/
10 http://archive.darpa.mil/grandchallenge/
11 http://icevision.upgreat.one/

a software competition which is to be held in two stages
in summer-autumn of 2019. The competition focuses on
computer vision problems related to autonomous vehicles.
The first stage is an online multi-category traffic sign detection competition, used for the selection of teams which will
participate in the second offline stage. The second stage will
be focused on mapping problems based on sensor fusion of
camera and LiDAR data.
The dataset presented in this work will be used as a
foundation for the first stage. The evaluation methodology
for this stage will be published on the project website. The
complete dataset divided to training, validation and test sets
is to be published after the end of the competition.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Annotated datasets are foundational for modern computer
vision algorithms. In this work our goal was to provide an
additional video dataset with annotated traffic sign tracks.
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Fig. 7: Bounding boxes distribution. Darker color means that
more traffic signs were annotated in the given area.

To robustly achieve human-level object recognition performance computer vision algorithms used in autonomous
vehicles should be tested on diverse datasets and Russian
winter roads provide a good opportunity for collecting data
in complex situations which are underrepresented in the
existing datasets.
Additionally, to our knowledge, we are the first who
applied and measured the performance of Free Lossless
Image Format for an image dataset in the field of autonomous
vehicles. We found an optimal representation of raw Bayer
images which provides the best compression ratio. We believe that it is worth to consider using this encoding format
for future image datasets.
In future work we aim to provide dataset encompassing
all important aspects of on-road situations, similar in spirit to
KITTI and Cityscapes, but collected in different geographical, weather and lighting conditions, with the goal to increase
diversity of the data available to the research community.
Due to labor intensity of the data processing and annotation process in this work we present only a traffic signs
tracking and detection sample, but this work is a part of an
ongoing effort to gather, process, fuse and refine data from
cameras, LiDAR, IMU, and GNSS receivers. The full dataset
with data from those sensors is planned to be released in the
following year.
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